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PTEN (phosphatase and tensin homolog on chromosome 10) is one of the most frequently lost tumor

suppressor genes in human cancers and it has been described in more than two-thirds of patients with

advanced/aggressive prostate cancer. Previous studies suggest that, in prostate cancer, genomic PTEN loss is

associated with tumor progression and poor prognosis. Thus, we evaluated whether immunohistochemical

PTEN expression in prostate cancer glands was associated with higher risk of recurrence, using a nested case–

control study that included 451 men who recurred and 451 men who did not recur with clinically localized

prostate cancer treated by radical prostatectomy. Recurrence was defined as biochemical recurrence (serum

prostate-specific antigen 40.2 ng/ml) or clinical recurrence (local recurrence, systemic metastases, or prostate

cancer-related death). Cases and controls were matched on pathological T stage, Gleason score, race/ethnicity,

and age at surgery. Odds ratios of recurrence and 95% confidence intervals were estimated using conditional

logistic regression to account for the matching factors and to adjust for year of surgery, preoperative prostate-

specific antigen concentrations, and status of surgical margins. Men who recurred had a higher proportion of

PTEN negative expression (16 vs 11%, P¼ 0.05) and PTEN loss (40 vs 31%, P¼ 0.02) than controls. Men with

markedly decreased PTEN staining had a higher risk of recurrence (odds ratio¼ 1.67; 95% confidence intervals

1.09, 2.57; P¼ 0.02) when compared with all other men. In summary, in patients with clinically localized prostate

cancer treated by prostatectomy, decreased PTEN expression was associated with an increased risk of

recurrence, independent of known clinicopathological factors.
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PTEN (phosphatase and tensin homolog on chromo-
some 10) is one of the most frequently lost tumor

suppressor genes in human cancers. Specifically,
loss of PTEN in tumor cells, mostly due to genomic
deletions of the 10q23 region where the gene
resides, has been described in up to two-thirds of
patients with prostate cancer.1,2 Moreover, several
studies have suggested that genomic PTEN loss is
associated with tumor progression.2–4 Also, in
murine models, a clear dose-reduction relation-
ship exists between PTEN levels and prostate
oncogenesis, latency, and biological behavior.5,6
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PTEN functions as a tumor suppressor protein,
negatively controlling the activation of the phos-
phoinosite 3-kinase pathway. Loss of PTEN leads to
accumulation of phosphoinosite 3,4,5-triphosphate,
which in turns leads to overactivation of AKT, a key
regulator of the mammalian target of rapamycin
(mTOR) pathway. Activation of mTOR is associated
with increased cell growth and cell proliferation,
favoring the survival of cells with dysregulation of
this pathway.

We have recently designed and validated a
protocol for evaluating PTEN expression by immuno-
histochemistry.7 Using this immunohistochemistry
protocol, we achieved a sensitivity of 100% and a
specificity of 98% in predicting PTEN genomic
status in a panel of 59 well-studied cell lines.
Further, in clinical tissue samples, we found a
strong concordance between PTEN loss by immu-
nohistochemistry and loss of one or two PTEN
alleles assessed by fluorescence in situ hybridiza-
tion and/or high-density single-nucleotide poly-
morphism microarrays. We also found a correlation
between loss of PTEN expression, and both
increased pathological stage and increased Gleason
score. In terms of patient outcome, loss of PTEN
expression correlated with decreased time to metas-
tasis development, albeit this was not independent
of Gleason score. However, in that study, the role of
PTEN expression in the patient outcome was
evaluated in patients who all experienced biochem-
ical recurrence. Further, many of those patients were
operated on before the advent of prostate-specific
antigen screening and are, therefore, less represen-
tative of patients diagnosed most commonly under
present circumstances. Herein, using identical
PTEN immunohistochemistry methodology, we
evaluated a large nested case–control study of
prostate cancer recurrence in which all patients
were operated on after the onset of widespread
prostate cancer screening using serum prostate-
specific antigen (ie, at or after 1993). Our aim was
to evaluate the prognostic role of PTEN expression
as a predictor of recurrence following prostatectomy
for clinically localized prostate cancer, independent
of known clinicopathological factors in the prostate-
specific antigen era.

Materials and methods

Study Design and Population

We used a nested case–control study that we
previously designed to investigate risk factors,
including tissue-based, for recurrence.8 Recurrence
cases and controls were selected from 4860 men
who underwent radical retropubic prostatectomy for
clinically localized prostate cancer at The Johns
Hopkins Medical Institutions (Baltimore, MD, USA)
between 1993 and 2001, and were followed through
2004. Men who received hormonal or radiation
therapy before radical retropubic prostatectomy, or

adjuvant therapy before recurrence, were excluded.
Cases were the 524 men who had biochemical
recurrence (serum prostate-specific antigen
40.2 ng/ml) or clinical recurrence (local recurrence,
systemic metastases, or prostate cancer-related
death). Then, for each case, we used incidence
density sampling to select a control, who had not
recurred by the date that the case recurred, and who
was matched to the case on age at surgery, race,
pathological stage, and Gleason sum. In this
approach to control sampling, a man could be
initially sampled as control and later be sampled
as a case if he subsequently recurred. Men who
remained at risk for recurrence were eligible to be
sampled more than once as a control. This method
of control sampling yields an odds ratio that is an
unbiased estimate of the hazard ratio that would
have been obtained if the entire cohort had been
studied.9 Sampling controls allowed us to test a
smaller number of total men than if we had used the
entire cohort, making for a more time- and cost-
efficient approach. We have used this set to evaluate
other tissue-based biomarkers of prognosis.8,10

Tissues and Tissue Microarrays

A total of 16 tissue microarrays were built for the
524 matched cases and controls using 0.6-mm cores,
following a previously described protocol.11 From
each prostatectomy, paired prostate cancer and
nontumor tissues were sampled three to six times
each. In specimens with multifocal tumors, only the
dominant tumor (with the highest Gleason score and
usually with the largest diameter) was sampled.
Nonprostate tissues were also included in the tissue
microarrays as external control tissue. A total of
5892 tissue cores were obtained for the present
study, comprising 2930 cores of tumor and 1650
cores of paired nontumor tissue from the patients
with prostate cancer, plus 1312 cores of nonprostate
tissue.

Immunohistochemistry for PTEN Expression

Immunohistochemistry for PTEN was carried out as
previously described.7 Briefly, for each tissue micro-
array, 4-mm sections were deparaffinized, rehy-
drated, and briefly equilibrated in water. Antigen
unmasking was done by steaming in EDTA buffer
(pH 8.0) for 45min. Endogenous peroxidase activity
was quenched by incubation with peroxidase block
for 5min at room temperature. Nonspecific binding
was blocked by incubating in 1% bovine serum
albumin in Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, for 20min at room
temperature. Slides were incubated with a 1:100
dilution of rabbit monoclonal anti-PTEN antibody
(clone D4.3, no. 9188, Cell Signaling Technologies,
Danvers, MA, USA) overnight at 4 1C. A horseradish
peroxidase-labeled polymer (PowerVision Poly-HRP
anti-Rabbit IgG; Leica Microsystems, Buffalo Grove,
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IL, USA) was then applied for 30min at room
temperature. Signal detection was done using
3,30-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride as the
chromogen. Slides were counterstained with
hematoxylin, dehydrated, and mounted.

Evaluation of PTEN Expression

Each cancer-containing tissue microarray spot was
independently assessed by two pathologists (AC and
LS), using two different approaches: a semiquanti-
tative score (Approach 1) and a dichotomous system
(Approach 2).

Approach 1
For each tissue microarray spot, an H-score was
calculated as the sum of the product of the staining
intensity in tumor cells (0, no staining; 1, weak
staining; 2, moderate staining; 3, intense staining)
and the extent of cells showing that staining
intensity (0–100%). Thus, the possible H-score for
a tissue microarray spot ranged from 0 to 300. For
each man, we then calculated the mean H-score for
all of his cancer-containing tissue microarray spots
and classified the men into the following categories:
H-score¼ 0 (no expression) vs H-score 40; and H-
score o10 (minimal expression) vs H-score Z10.

Approach 2
As PTEN expression is normally observed in stromal
cells,7 these cells were used as internal positive
controls to assess whether staining was markedly
decreased in cancer cells. Then, each tissue micro-
array spot was classified as ‘markedly decreased’ or
‘not markedly decreased’. We confirmed using 306
tissue microarray spots (10% of the total number of
tissue microarray spots in this study) that the
agreement between two pathologists in calling a
tissue microarray spot as markedly decreased was
good (k¼ 0.65; 95% confidence intervals 0.55, 0.74).
This approach has been recently validated and
found useful in detecting PTEN genomic losses.7

We then classified each man as to whether all of his
cancer-containing tissue microarray spots had mark-
edly decreased PTEN staining or not.

Statistical Analysis

After excluding patients with missing or technically
inadequate spots, 451 matched recurrence cases and
controls were included in the statistical analysis.
Differences between the cases and controls in their
characteristics and PTEN expression were evaluated
using the Wilcoxon sign rank test and the paired t-
test. We calculated odds ratios of recurrence and
95% confidence intervals by PTEN expression
(mean H-score, and markedly decreased) using
conditional logistic regression, taking into account
the matching factors (age, race, pathological stage,
and Gleason score) and adjusting for preoperative

serum prostate-specific antigen concentration,
calendar year of surgery, surgical margins status,
and residual difference between the cases and
controls in the matching on pathological stage. All
analyses were performed using SAS version 9.2
(SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). Statistical tests were
two-sided, and P-valueso .05 were considered to be
statistically significant.

Results

The clinicopathological features of the recurrence
cases and controls are shown in Table 1. Briefly, the
cases and controls were similar on the matching
factors and did not differ on preoperative prostate-
specific antigen concentration. Figure 1 shows
patterns of PTEN expression. Mean H-score for each
man’s cancer containing tissue microarray spots was
not statistically significantly different between re-
currence cases and controls. However, cases were
more likely to have a mean H-score of 0 (16 vs 11%,
P¼ 0.05) and to have all tissue microarrays spots
with markedly decreased expression (40 vs 31%,
P¼ 0.02) when compared with controls.

Table 1 Characteristics of recurrence cases and controls

Cases Controls P-value

Age at surgery, years
Mean (s.d.) 58.7 (6.1) 58.9 (5.8) Matched

Race, %
Caucasian 85 88 Matched

Pre-operative serum PSA, ng/ml
Mean (s.d.) 12.3 (10.4) 11.2 (8.5) 0.21
Median (IQR) 9.1 (8.6) 8.7 (7.2) 0.22

Follow-up time, years
Mean (s.d.) 2.5 (1.9) 5.9 (2.4) o0.001
Median (IQR) 2 (2) 6 (4) o0.001

Gleason score, % Matched
r6 15 15
7 61 63
Z8 24 22

Pathological stage, % Matched
T2 13 13
T3a 51 51
T3b or N1 36 36

PTEN mean H-Score
Mean (s.d.) 105.5 (93.6) 112.4 (85.3) 0.19
Median (IQR) 100 (175.8) 102.5 (166) 0.08

PTEN expression, %
Mean H-score¼ 0 16 11 0.05
All TMA spots
markedly decreaseda

40 31 0.02

Abbreviations: IQR, interquartile range; TMA, tissue microarray.
a
Limited to matched pairs with three to six TMA spots evaluated per
patient (N¼714).
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PTEN Expression and Risk of Recurrence

Table 2 shows the estimated risk of recurrence for
patients who had biochemical recurrence first,
clinical recurrence first, or either biochemical or
clinical recurrence first. Patients with a mean
H-score¼ 0 had a statistically nonsignificant higher
risk of recurrence (either biochemical or clinical
first) when compared with all other patients. Using a
cutoff point of 10 for the mean H-score, the odds

ratio of recurrence was 2.20 (95% confidence
intervals 1.33, 3.63). Risk of recurrence was higher
in men with markedly decreased expression, espe-
cially if all tissue microarrays spots had markedly
decreased expression. For scenarios in which the
endpoint was biochemical recurrence first or
clinical recurrence first, all associations followed
the same trend we expected to see given the overall
analysis, including either biochemical or clinical
recurrence first.

Figure 1 Patterns of PTEN (phosphatase and tensin homolog on chromosome 10) expression in prostate carcinoma. (a) Diffuse
cytoplasmic PTEN expression. (b) Reduced PTEN expression, more obvious in the glands at the lower right. (c, d) Markedly decreased to
negative PTEN expression in all glands. Note the PTEN positivity in the stromal cells. Tissue microarray spots at (b–d) were classified as
‘markedly decreased PTEN expression’.
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Discussion

In this study, we evaluated PTEN expression as a
factor for predicting recurrence in 451 matched cases
and controls of patients with clinically localized
prostate carcinoma treated by radical prostatectomy
in the post prostate-specific antigen era. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the largest study to date
evaluating PTEN in association with recurrence in
patients with prostate cancer. Decreased or loss of
PTEN expression was associated with higher risk of
recurrence, independent of established clinicopatho-
logical prognostic factors. We used two approaches to
classify the patients with respect to PTEN expression,
mean H-score, and markedly decreased expression.
Although the two approaches yielded similar infer-
ences, assessment of markedly decreased expression
was substantially less labor intensive and had good
inter-observer agreement in this study and in a
previous one at our institution,7 supporting its use
in future studies evaluating the prognostic utility of
PTEN expression.

The association between PTEN status and prostate
cancer has been studied before. PTEN deletions,
either homozygous or hemizygous, are reported in
44–68% of men with prostate carcinoma.1,2 Decrease
or loss of PTEN expression, detected either
by immunohistochemistry or fluorescence in situ
hybridization, has been consistently associated
with higher Gleason grade, larger tumors, advanced
pathological stage, extraprostatic extension, and
seminal vesicle invasion.2,4,12–14 In addition, PTEN
status has also been linked to outcome, either alone
or in combination with other biomarkers. Han et al3

identified PTEN deletions in 54% of patients with
metastases, a proportion significantly higher than
the 17% found in patients with localized prostate
cancer. Yoshimoto et al2 found that PTEN deletions
were associated with an earlier onset of biochemical
recurrence, with homozygous deletions carrying a
worse prognosis than hemizygous deletions. Hal-
vorsen et al4 linked decreased PTEN expression
with increased risk of biochemical recurrence.

Finally, in a recently published study,7 we found
that loss of PTEN expression was associated with
decreased time to metastasis in patients with prostate
cancer. Our current study provides further support
for the role of PTEN expression as a predictor of
biochemical recurrence in patients with prostate
cancer. However, in other studies, PTEN expression
was not predictor of biochemical recurrence when
evaluated alone, but it did when associated with
other biomarkers. Bedolla et al15 found that decreased
PTEN combined with high phos-AKT expression
predicted biochemical recurrence better than PTEN
or phos-AKT alone. Also, considering the role of
TMPRSS2-ERG fusions in prostate oncogenesis,10 the
association between PTEN loss and ERG rearrange-
ment as a predictor of outcome was also investigated
by two groups of researchers. In the first study on
the topic, Yoshimoto et al16 found that neither PTEN
loss nor TMPRSS2-ERG fusions predicted outcome
when evaluated separately. However, both events in
combination predicted early biochemical recurrence.
Opposite results were obtained by Reid et al17 in
the second study on the topic. Although in their
study, as in the previous one, neither PTEN nor ERG/
ETV1 rearrangements predict biochemical recur-
rence separately, PTEN loss without ERG/ETV1
rearrangements was associated with poorer cancer-
specific survival. Clearly, more studies evalu-
ating the joint ability of PTEN and ERG in predicting
prostate cancer outcome are required to settle this
issue. Finally, in a recently published study, Li et al18

found that neither heme oxygenase-1 overexpression
nor PTEN deletions alone were associated with
biochemical recurrence. However, the combined
status of both markers correlated with disease
progression.

Emergence of hormone-resistant disease is a
crucial step during prostate cancer progression.
Evidence suggests that this event is linked to
activation of the phosphoinosite 3-kinase/AKT
pathway,6,19 which is in turn controlled by PTEN.
In this context, tumor cells with PTEN loss would
gain a survival advantage over other cells that are

Table 2 PTEN expression and risk of recurrence after prostatectomy for clinically localized prostate cancer

Biochemical or clinical recurrence Biochemical recurrence first Clinical recurrence first

PTEN expression Odds ratioa P-value Odds ratioa P-value Odds ratioa P-value

N¼902 (452 pairs) N¼ 574 (287 pairs) N¼ 328 (164 pairs)
Mean H-score¼ 0 1.41 (0.81, 2.45) 0.22 1.34 (0.63, 2.85) 0.44 2.52 (1.07, 5.95) 0.03
Mean H-scoreo10 2.20 (1.33, 3.63) 0.002 2.09 (1.10, 3.96) 0.02 1.50 (0.65, 3.47) 0.34
Any spot markedly decreasedb 1.32 (0.90, 1.94) 0.15 1.26 (0.76, 2.09) 0.37 1.36 (0.74, 2.50) 0.32

N¼714 (357 pairs) N¼ 462 (231 pairs) N¼ 252 (126 pairs)
All spots markedly decreasedc 1.67 (1.09, 2.57) 0.02 1.33 (0.78, 2.26) 0.30 2.19 (0.98, 4.91) 0.06

a
Adjusted for year of surgery, preoperative serum PSA concentration, surgical margin status, and the residual difference in pathological stage
between the cases and controls. Values in parenthesis correspond to 95% confidence intervals.
b
Irrespective of the number of TMA spots evaluated per patient.

c
Limited to matched pairs with 3 to 6 spots evaluated per patient. The number of matched pairs is included in parenthesis.
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still sensitive to androgen-deprivation therapy.
Recent evidence also suggests that PTEN loss is
associated with repression of androgen receptor
signaling and a bypass of the requirement for high-
level androgen receptor signaling, providing a new
mechanism for androgen-resistance in prostate
cancer.20,21 Identifying patients who have not pro-
gressed yet (ie, with clinically localized disease),
and who might respond better to androgen-depriva-
tion therapy is clearly crucial for proper clinical
management. Patients with PTEN deficiency would
not only be at greater risk of biochemical recurrence
(suggesting more rigorous surveillance), but may
also be less likely to respond to androgen-depriva-
tion therapy. Inhibitors of the mTOR pathway could
be beneficial in these situations, as suggested by
murine models of prostate cancer.22 Furthermore,
Carver et al20 have recently shown a greater tumor
regression when both the mTOR and the androgen
receptor pathways were inhibited, as opposed to
the tumor regression observed with mTOR
inhibitors alone. Moreover, Mulholland et al21 found
that androgen-deprivation therapy may be more
effective in combination with mTOR inhibitors
when PTEN is lost.

In summary, consistent with prior studies on
genomic loss of PTEN, a decrease or loss of PTEN
immunohistochemical expression was associated
with higher risk of recurrence in men with clinically
localized prostate cancer, who were treated by
radical prostatectomy, independent of established
clinicopathological prognostic factors.
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